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see also partner aggression
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biosocial perspectives, 136
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conflict management, 304–305
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relationship maintenance, 527–529
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social information processing (SIP) theory, 481
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social media

cyberstalking, 359
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relationship maintenance, 485, 527

self-disclosure, 275–277

see also digital age; online dating

social needs perspective, children’s friendships, 125

social network sites see social media

social networks, 467

adolescents/early adults’ friendships, 139

balance theory, 470

dark side of, 475

friendships, 470–472

future research, 475–477

health impacts of relationships, 452

loneliness, 391–392

online dating, 474–475

as perspective, 468–469

properties, 469–470

relationship maintenance, 473, 527
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weak ties theory, 470
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social penetration theory (SPT), 274, 483

social policy context, relationship education, 512

social power, acceptance/rejection, 383

social provisions, children’s friendships, 125

social referencing, 262

social regulation, late/middle adults, 155

social rejection see rejection

social roles

emotions, 260–261

gender differences, 202–203

gendered division of labor, 192, 194

roles, 494

same-sex relationships, 202–203, 206

social skills, children’s friendships, 122–123

social support, 282

attachment, 286–287

capitalization, 288

conflict in marriage, 100

cultivating effect support, 290–291

dyadic coping, 345–349

effects of, 284–286

future research, 292

gender differences, 191

and health, 282–284

health impacts of relationships, 452
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Michelangelo phenomenon, 287–288

middle adults, 152, 191

mutual responsiveness, 291–292

other theories, 289
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social baseline theory, 289

thriving, 287

see also caregiving

social surveillance, 487–488

social tasks perspective, 122–123
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sociometer hypothesis, 356

sociometer theory, 383

sociometric measures, children’s friendships, 123–124

source of strength support, 287

specific relationship typologies, 69–73

speech see communication

spiritual divorce, 108
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status see financial resources/status

STDs, 355
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STM model of dyadic coping, 341–342, 344, 348–349
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stress
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transactive goal dynamics theory, 444
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